CABINET DOOR + DISPLAY INSERTS

CABINET DOOR AND DISPLAY INSERTS are decorative translucent FRP or acrylic panels that fit almost any prepped-for-glass doors. These inserts are easily installed, so whether you are a professional or do-it-yourselfer, expressing your style or brand is a breeze. The inserts can also be cut-to-size prior to shipping to make the installation even easier.

Complete customization! You can choose from a stock image or use your own art to match any existing or new interior design. Backlighting the image will further show off the design, highlighting the beauty of the inserts.

Choose from either LuxCore Plus or Acrylic:

- **LuxCore Plus** is great for high traffic areas. This material passes sanitary codes, is easy to clean, and durable. Because of the fibrous, frosted quality of LuxCore, the focal point is the image and not what's behind it.

- **Acrylic or Clear PVC** have the glossy quality of glass, but are a beautiful, more cost-effective alternative. Great for displays where the translucent look of glass is desired.

Cabinet door and display inserts are a modern, unique alternative to plain cabinet doors or displays. They have an extremely low minimum order—as little as a 4 x 8 sheet—and you have the added benefit of changing the inserts frequently without incurring the expensive cost of glass.

LuxCore available in thicknesses of .045", .060", and .120".
Acrylic available in thicknesses of .120" and .250". Clear PVC available in thicknesses of .118 and .236.

Give your space a personalized touch with this unique, decorative alternative.

**FEATURES**

- **CLASS A FIRE RATED AVAILABLE**
- **BACKED OR UNBACKED AVAILABLE**
- **IMPERVIOUS TO MOISTURE**